
CUSTOMER FEEDBACK

PLEASE NOTE: All acrylic parts have protective �lm applied on both sides. 
Some pieces appear with opaque �lm. This will need to be 

removed before assembly.

wall mount InstRuctIons

WARNINGS

Magnet warning: Ensure that children under 6 are not allowed to 
play with magnets and children over 6 are told about the potential 
dangers and supervised by an adult who has read and understood

these warnings.

If 2 or more magnets are swallowed, they could attract each other 
through the walls of the intestines, this could cause major swelling, 

life-threatening injuries and will need surgery to remove them.

Keep a safe distance (50mm +) between magnets and all objects
that can be damaged by magnetism.

Warning: Choking hazard. Small Parts

This product comes in kit form.
No need for any glue, a few clicks and your 

product set is ready to be displayed!
Material: Acrylic

Age: 16+

InstRuctIons foR:

Display Cases
Display Stands

Wall Mounts
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Hot Toys Wall Mount - HDS101.6
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Funko Wall Mount - FDS1.1.6

Once complete, connect the wall mount to the desired
spot via the supplied command strip.
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“My product arrived, securely packaged.
Extremely easy to put together and when displayed

you can see the e�ort gone into these products.”

Benjamin Nash
IKEA® KALLAX Display Podiums for LEGO® Mini�gures

“The second case brought from WB.  Once again the case
is great at keeping your set safe

whilst giving it more than just a cover.”

Darren Butt
Display Case for the LEGO® Ideas: Central Perk

“This really is fantastic quality, so impressed
with the design and the way the case holds

together with the little metal cubes in the corners.”

Gemma Cockbill
Display Case for the LEGO® Star Wars: The Child



dIsplay case InstRuctIons
PLEASE NOTE: The items shown here are for recently released products.

 The process remains the same as the opposite instructions
but may feature more screws & cubes.

* A background will be supplied if you purchase our Premium option.
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** A black backing plate will be supplied instead of a second clear plate if a background is purchased.

dIsplay case InstRuctIons
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* A background will be supplied if you purchase our Premium option.
** A black backing plate will be supplied instead of a second clear plate if a background is purchased.

a - Baseplate
d - Case Lid
G - Cubes & Screws

b - Addon
e - Case Front (x2)**

c - Optional Background*
f - Case Sides (x2)

a - Baseplate
d - Case Lid
G - Cubes & Screws

b - Addon
e - Case Front (x2)**

c - Optional Background*
f - Case Sides (x2)

dIsplay stand InstRuctIons
PLEASE NOTE: The process demonstrated in step 1, 2 & 3 represent the

majority of our stem products. If you have a product with double stems, please
include step 3.

PLEASE NOTE: Not every product will come with parts D & G.

A b c D E F G

A - Baseplate
D - Base
G - Support Stem

B - Top Plate C - Stem (x1)
E - Top Plate F - Stem (x2)


